AMI-Pay responsibilities and tasks

- Conveying user needs on Eurosystem payment related services
- Providing advice on payment integration
- Reflect on payment innovation
- Advising on tools to support liquidity management
- Strategic input in order to ensure safe, efficient and effective market infrastructures
- Discussing practical payment solutions
- Acting as a link to T2 cash national user groups
AMI-Pay shall provide advice and reports to the MIB and MIPC

- Shall work in an open and transparent manner – documentation to be published on ECBs website
- Full members are allowed to take part in the provision of advice, observers to actively participate in the discussions
- AMI-Pay may establish sub-structures
- Meet at least twice a year
- Meet with AMI-SeCo once a year
AMI-Pay: Members and observers

**Members:**
- Banks active in the European Union
- National Central Banks

**Observers:**
- Financial market infrastructure providers
- Industry associations
- European Payments Council
- European Commission
- 3CB
- Eurosystème oversight